
Barcelona Key Project Call: High Capacity Municipal WiFi in Barcelona 

 

Project Overview   

Vision 

The objective of this project is to bring the fastest municipal WiFi network outside of North 

America to Barcelona. This network will be the springboard for future municipal applications 

and a model for other municipalities in Europe to follow. This new network will be a living, 

breathing collection of access points and censors that manage information amongst the cities 

inhabitants. Barcelona’s existing Public Wi-Fi network is a mesh design with 440 free public 

access points at 256kbps. This new network will utilize Ruckus Wireless ZoneFlex Technology to 

provide users access speeds of 2-3Mbps, up to 400% faster. It will provide an elite mobile 

internet experience and stimulate the exchange of knowledge amongst entrepreneurs at the 

international level. This internet springboard will be a key part in making Barcelona the Silicon 

Valley of Europe. 

Integrate Ruckus Wireless ZoneFlex Smart WiFi technology with existing fiber infrastructure 

to establish the most efficient and effective municipal network for Barcelona. 

Mission 

Problem: 

-Barcelona needs a new world-class Public WiFi network to support its smartphone and 

personal device users. 

Solution: 

-Deploy a high-capacity reliable indoor/ outdoor Wi-Fi network utilizing Ruckus Wireless 

ZoneFlex Technology. 

Inspiration 

The “Wicked Fast WiFi Project” in San Jose, California: The Heart of Silicon Valley 

Established Fastest Municpal WiFi Network in North America 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6YZCCY1o5VQ 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6YZCCY1o5VQ


 

 

Companies Involved: 

1) Ruckus Wireless (NYSE: RKUS) - Antenna and WiFi Technology global supplier of advanced wireless 

systems for the rapidly expanding mobile Internet infrastructure market. 

-Robert Mustarde- VP Marketing 

 -Arnaud Lehung- EMEA Marketing Director of Ruckus Wireless Based in Paris, France 

-David Callisch- VP Corporate Marketing    

-Mark Priscaro, Global PR Manager, Ruckus Wireless 

2) SmartWAVE Technologies- centric systems integrator that provides the planning, design, and 

integration of wireless networks, along with the unique applications these networks support. 

-Al Brown, President/CEO, SmartWAVE Technologies LLC 

3) Public Sector: City of San Jose; Capital of Silicon Valley, Established Fastest Municipal WiFi Network in 

North America. 

Vijay Sammeta, Acting Chief Information Officer, City of San José 

Value Proposition 

Barcelona, Spain 

Incentive: 

-Transform Barcelona into the Silicon Valley of Europe.  

 Barcelona is the breach market for Africa into Europe. 

 Barcelona is the breach market for European companies into Latin America. 

 It is the most valued destination for world tech conferences and events. (MWC, Smart City) 

-This WiFi platform is essential to the development of the Barcelona. It will stimulate innovation and 

communication, attract more international businesses, and be the catalyst for economic growth and 

development. 

-This network can offset carrier data capacity in a growing mobile market. Spain has the largest number 

of smartphone users in Europe. 

-Single infrastructure for city applications 



Technical Specifications:  

Financial Cost: $94,000 installation and $20,000 annually for operation. 

Ruckus Wireless provides outdoor 802.11n WiFi access points that are deployed on light poles and 

indoor 802.11n WiFi access points installed with 2 Zone Directors Centralizing the Management of the 

Network from Tech Park Region.  

Integrated Applications to cover the cost 

This is where the business model can scale. Cities in developed and developing markets can install this 

same springboard for their specific urban applications.  

In Barcelona: 

-Pay to Park systems 

-The Bicing System 

-Metro System and Tram System  

-BigBelly Solar Compactor and Waste management system integrated into the WiFi platform to notify 

city when to make pick up the full containers. 

Biggest Opportunities:  

Establish the fastest municipal WiFi network outside of North America in the tech park region and 

transform Catalonia and furthermore turn Barcelona into the Silicon Valley of Europe. 

Create the model for other municipalities around the world to follow. 

 


